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Clovis Animal Services Sees Record Decrease in Stray Animals,          
Seeks to Build Model Community for Animal Care 

CLOVIS, CA – May 20, 2020 – Over the last two months, Clovis Animal Services (CAS) 
has seen a record 40 percent decrease in the number of stray animals in need of    
temporary shelter and care. Now CAS is calling on the community to help sustain this 
incredible trend and work together to achieve a new vision: Building a Model     
Community for Animal Care.  

Clovis community members have recently taken great initiative to help keep their pets 
from roaming loose, and have also helped foster homeless pets in need and reunite 
countless lost pets with their owners. The sharp reduction of homeless pets in Clovis 
demonstrates the capability of the community to care for and keep more animals in 
homes, which means fewer animals in need of being taken to a shelter.  

In the hopes of sustaining this trend, CAS is calling on the community to keep the   
momentum going, encouraging pet owners to take the following steps: 

INVEST IN PREVENTION 

Commit to vaccinating and spaying or neutering pets. Not only do these provide a 
healthy foundation for lifelong health, but they can also help reduce the occurrence of 
illness, various cancers, unplanned litters, roaming and other undesirable behaviors.  

BE PROACTIVE 

Fix broken fence boards, buy a collar and leash for walks, get 
a basic collar tag engraved with your phone number,         
microchip your pet, socialize them with other animals and 
people, teach basic manners and exercise your pet’s mind 
and body with activities that are appropriate for its age, 
breed and health.  

             — More — 
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WORK TOGETHER 

Network with neighbors to find lost animals and seek resources and guidance from 
animal professionals when you need help. Clovis Animal Services is also there to be a 
resource for the community and shares animal-related news and lost and found pets 
on their Facebook page. 

“As owners, neighbors and friends of animals, we all know that animals belong in 
homes, not shelters,” said Erin Ford-Horio, a Clovis Animal Services Supervisor. 
“Together, we can be a proactive, prevention-oriented and responsive community for 
our pets. Together, we can build a model community for animal care.“ 

### 

ABOUT CLOVIS ANIMAL SERVICES 

Dedicated to the wellbeing of animals throughout the community, Clovis Animal     
Services (CAS) is a division of the Clovis Police Department which offers a number of     
animal related services including lost pet assistance, emergency rescue, and a safe, 
loving environment for animals in need. 


